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FOREWORD 
So extensive Is the rang# of young, college students 
that they are exploring all types of practical subjects# 
Fortunate are they when they have an interest in nearby 
places, persona and things in terms of world relationships# 
With intense interest and curiosity they want to know how 
things cam® to be what they are# And when they apply 
thought to that question, they try to develop methods of 
solving the problem, techniques of Investigation, and 
criteria for appraising the social forces interacting 
around them. 
Three students with that range. Interest and curiosity 
have been mastering tools of research, acquiring information 
and understanding# Now they are embodying in their theses 
pioneer efforts in investigating something or someone near­
by, Mr, Hob&rt Taylor of Houston develops, delineates and 
t upraises G. W. Rice - Labor Leader* Mr. Arntie Hollins 
unfolds and presents in provocative fashion**A Background 
and Critical Appraisal of Theses written in the Social 
Sciences, 193A-1939»H And Mr, Lemmon McMillan lays bare 
his home town to depict wAn Economic Study of the Me arc 
Chamber of Cotiimorce of Dallas. Texas.** He traces the 
11 
historical background of ?3egro participation in the civic 
affairs of Dallas and depicts the conditions among Negroes 
which impel organization. In fact, Mr. McMillan shows in 
this thesis, through a mass of facts, figures, maps, charts 
arifi pictures, whether the Dallas Negro Chamber of Commerce 
has wrought the various achievements and exerted the almost 
miraculous influence so loudly attributed to it. 
In doing this bit of Investigative and interpretive 
work, Mr. McMillan has advanced the spirit and technique 
of social research as advocated by this department, by 
the Director of the Division of Arts and Sciences, and by 
the Principal of this Institution, As much as he may un­
earth and describe, he challenges more the thinking pro­
cesses and the quest Cor truth, Thus he leaves to the 
steady stream of students a way of looking at a segment of 
life by studying the organizations in their midst and a 
method of trying to find out whether these organizations 
are really worth keeping alive. Finally his thesis shows 
difficulties met and overcome as well as those which his 
methodology and facilities and time could not resolve, To 
the teacher and student he gives, along with others, materials 
for enriching the course in social research as well as a 
searchlight for discovering what life problems to avoid in 
a study and what pressing problems to tackle, 
S, E. Warren, Chairman 
The Social Science Department 
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A Statement and Delimitation of the 
As stated in the Foreword, this treatise is an attempt 
to ascertain and evaluate facts about the Negro Chamber of 
Commerce of Dallas, Texas. The need for such a study has 
come out of the alleged importance of the Dallas Negro* 
Chamber of Commerce Itself. This organization has inter­
woven itself socially, politically and economically into 
the lives of more than 40,000^Negroes in Dallas. In addi­
tion the Dallas Negro Chamber of Commerce has also become 
a model for the organization of similar units in other 
cities. Thus, the author deems it necessary to find out 
for Dallas and Texas citizens the structure, function?, 
accomplishments and influences of this organization. 
A study of the Negro Chamber of Commerce of Dallas 
from either a political, social or economic viewpoint 
would overlap. This treatise is an attempt to explore 
^Texaa Almanac and State Industrial fluids. Published by 
A. N. Belo Corp., 1939. p. 87. 
2 
and emphasize the economic accomplishments of the Chamber* 
The reader must bear this in mind throughout the study* 
However much of the activities of the Chamber involve 
these three fields, the author has attempted to describe 
and interpret the money-making and money-spending activities 
of the Dallas Negro Chamber* 
" The study also gives an analysis of the needs of 
Negroes in Dallas and attempts to discover and describe 
some of the influences of the Chamber in Dallas and 
throughout the State. In a way it shows the reaction of 
the white man as a result of organized Negro participation 
in civic, commercial and industrial development of his 
Negro community. 7 
Although the Negro Chamber of Commerce was organized 
in 1926, the author has not attempted to make his study 
so comprehensive as to cover the Chamber*s activities since 
that date. Such a study would necessitate more time and 
finance than the author possesses. This study embraces 
of the activities for 1938 and represents a good cross 
section of the type of work done by the Chamber since its 
organization. However, the author found it necessary to 
relate some of those activities to give the reader a suit­
able background for so current a discussion.1 
^ — 
V If t,?f^reader wl8hes to read an introductory treatise on 
^TS°Brtint1SfDNila8 ^ ??y °°nsuU "u« Mabl-e thaal., 
Dallag^Texaa , May° ** °1Vl° Affalr» <* 
3 
O^esUves pf t^e Stufly 
This treatise grew out of the interest of the author 
in the civic welfare of his hometown. It is an attempt 
to satisfy a very practical need for a knowledge of the 
Chamber and a guide as to its interests. In addition, 
this treatise has four definite purposes. First, it 
attempts to give an appreciable background of the Dallas 
Chamber of Commerce and to list some of its past achieve­
ments j secondly, it aims to record some undesirable 
features of Negro Dallas and to show by specific oases 
how this body has functioned to help alleviate these con­
ditions in a Southern metropolis; thirdly, it purposes 
to give some orlteria for the evaluation of the Chamber 
of Commerce movement among Negroes in Texas and the 
United States in the light of its economic accomplish­
ments; and fourth, it is designed to serve as a source 
of information to the general reader and an introductory 
study to the student of historical research who may plan 
to write on the Negro Chamber of Commerce. 
Mfffrfrofl of CpUeQHhfl paja 
All the available sources on this topic known to the 
author were collected. These sources consisted of inter-
4 
views of select citizens of Dallas (externally and internal­
ly criticized), pamphlets, documents, newspaper clippings, 
letters, questionnaires and books relating to the problem. 
They also include several visits to Dallas to observe 
further and check information given. Therefore, one can 
see that the validity of this study is dependent upon the 
truthfulness with which the questions have been answered 
in interviews and questionnaires, and the authenticity of 
the information printed in the newspapers, pamphlets and 
other sources. Much literature in the form of propaganda 
was collected from the office of the Chamber and the con­
tents have been followed up closely by the author. 
The charts and graphs have been based on secondary 
sources as a survey by city officials in Dallas. Some 
have been taken from the u, S. census reports, Miss Mable 
Winn's thesis and a survey by Professor A. W, Brashear. 
However, the author has made a serious effort to evaluate 
all of his cources according to Fling3, for genuineness, 
localization and independence. 
anting of Histpry. p. 48. 
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KietOrtQal Bactoyound of Megro 
^rUelreU9*t imn 
Tha ,.o«ro in Terns One cannot help but see that a 
study of such an organisation as the Negro Chanter of 
Coimasrce in Dallas must o'voly come o«t of a very Interest* 
lug and uniqii# background* therefore. It is very ap­
propriate that this study should open with a short roeuoo 
of the history of Nsgrees In Texas and trace the beginning 
of their participation In civic affaire* 
since the establishment of the Republic of Texas In 
1836, Negroes have occupied an Important place In texae 
history* this was due to Aury'e slave market on Galveston 
Island early in the nineteenth oentury, where slaves, 
pirated from the regular traders were gathered and smuggled 
into the U. 9. at a cost much cheaper than those legally 
sold In the U. S., and to the riohness of Texas In re­
sources and fertile soil, which called for still sore 
slave labor.1 
"The grants made by the Spanish government to 
American settler®, between 1621 and 1830, 
brought 20,000 whites and 5,000 Negroes and 
by 1650 there were 154,000 whites and 58,000 
Negroes •••••• the slave population was 
confined nauaely to northeast, east, and 
1* » Ghat the Negro Has Done for the U« 8* and Texas", by 
W* E. B* DuBois (pamphlet), p* 6* 
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central Texas and here it still 
stays* It has not gone Into the west, 
tout it Is moving slowly but surely from 
the farms to the great cities. A 
There is little wonder that when Texas began her 
fight for independence in 1836, three Negroes helped 
to defend the Alamo.2 
However, at the end of the civil war real farmers 
and non-slaveholders settled in Texas In large numbers. 
Texas began to grow Into the modern State it is today 
because they raised more cotton and began to establish 
industries. But the Negroes' participation in the 
history making of this large State did not cease during 
the Reconstruction period. Instead they became a part 
of this new development and really began to take part 
in their own civic welfare. DUBois tells of two notable 
Negroes during this period I J. T. R«by, from Philadelphia 
who became the representative of the white district from 
Galveston, and for fifteen years did an effective and 
courageous piece of work; and Norris Wright Ouney, who 
became a leader of both whites and blacks and was In­
strumental in perfecting the school system, ran for 
mayor of Galveston in 1875 and was for many years the 
lwWhat the Negro Has Done for the U. 3. and Texas", by 
W. S. B. DuBois (pamphlet), p. 9* 
2 Ibid., p. 9. -
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lncvrruptlle and Intelligent leader of the Negroes of 
Texas.1 
"There lire today in Texas 4,284,000 whites, 
855,000 Negroes, and nearly 684,000 iiexicans 
and Indians. They form a center for racial 
cooperation and understanding. They are in 
the midst of a vast and rich country. The 
bounty of nature in its land fertility, its 
oils and minerals, has endowed their people 
with a great gift which may be the basis for 
enduring prosperity. All that is necessary 
is justice and freedom and understanding be­
tween men."2 
As has been pointed out, however, by Kelly Miller, 
the Negro began far the rest down and has had f aft here at 
to go In order to reach the common goal!3 
"The chattel must become a person, the slave 
a free man, the free man a citizen, the 
citizen an elector, the elector must still 
fight his way to full fellowship." 
It is the period of citizens becoming electors that 
the Negroes are attempting to enter into today. 
This period of citizens becoming electors has been 
the storm center of many legal aspects of the "Negro 
lw?fhat the Negro Has Done for the U. 3. and Texas", by 
W. S. B. DuBola (pamphlet), p. 9. 
2 Ibid., p. 9. 
3"Government and the Negro." Annals of American Academy-
of' Political"and Social Science. October, 1928. p. 98. 
DISTRIBUTION OF EN&ROiSS IE TEZAS1 
7» 
Total of appr oxixaately 
31,500 Negroes 
Total of approximately 
875,500 Negroes 
4 leading counties 
in black with 
Eegro population 
as indicated 
1 " J> Storm printing Company. Dallas 
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Problem"• The Grandfather Clause1, White Primary Law2, 
and Louisville Segregation Case5 are examples. In 
Texas there have been the Q-rover^ and Grlaby Cases of 
Houston, the Wells6 Case in Dallas and the Nixon Case? 
of El Paso, 
Definite Urban Characteristic of Pallas Ninety-
eight years young, Dallas la probably the most important 
commercial and industrial city of the Southwest. Dallas 
is located In Central North Texas and is the county seat 
of Dallas County, Besides being the second largest city 
8 in Texas with a metropolitan population of 309,858 , 
1Enaote& by Oklahoma imposing educational requirements 
upon all voters, being able to read or write any section 
of the Oklahoma constitution exempting all those who, or 
whose ancestors, had voted anywhere in the E. 3. or prior 
to January 1, 1366. Declared void and invalid by U. S, 
Supreme Court, 1913 (Guin, v. U. 3. 238, h. S. 347), 
o 
Enacted by Texas in 1924 specifically, excluding Negroes 
from the Democratic Party primaries of Texas, This White 
Primary Case (Nixon va Herndon, 273 tJ, 3, 536), 
*Known as the Buchanan vs.Warley, 245 U« 3. 60 would for-
bide either colored or white persona to move into a 
house in a black mainly inhabited by people of the other 
race, Dallas had s^ch legislation which was declared 
void, 
Vrover, Houston Negro barber and civic leader who brought 
the attention of local officials to the conditions of 
Negro streets recently, 
5 •^(irisby, prominent Houston Negro business man and civic 
leader who was a candidate recently for one of three 
public school trustee positions. 
Dallas la the financial center of Texas with the Federal 
Reserve Bank of the eleventh diatriot and the key olty 
of the oil industry. 
Dallas* phenomenal growth has come primarily from 
its advantages as a distribution point, and that fact 
has stimulated further development of distribution 
facilities. Eight main-line railroads and two electric 
interurban lines link Dallas with principal cities of 
America. Eleven state and nine federal highways give 
Dallas excellent motor freight and bus line systems and 
make it a tourist center. 
Three alrlln.. pXace DaXlas ***» t.eXve hour, of 
almost every major city in the country. With Love Field, 
municipal airport, and Hensley Field now leased to the 
War Department, Dallas oroglnates more airmail, air ax-
press than any other city of the Southwest.^ 
^Wells, late Negro lawyer of Dallas who ran for a State 
position in a municipal election a few years ago. 
7E1 Paso lawyer, Dr. Nixon, a Negro is mentioned above 
In No. 2. 
^ I^ugt.rW 1937. 
^Dallas £ost Card Company (1938) says Dallas originates 
more air mail than any three cities of the South­
west. 
LLOYD M.  LONG,  DALLAS,  TEXAS 
10 
The Southwest1s prosperity is built upon oil, cotton, 
cattle, wheat, timber, orchards, truck gar-dens, citrus, 
sheep, swine, quarries and mines. These sources of wealth 
have built Dallas. Diatributlng center for the five states 
of Texas, Oklahoma, JJew Mexico, Arkansas, and Louisiana, 
10 
Dallas serves an area with nearly 14,000,000 population. 
The 93 parks in Dallas comprise a total of 6,121 acres. 
The educational facilities consist of 62 elementary schools, 
nine senior high schools, a public library, Southern 
Methodist University and the medical and dental schools of 
Baylor University. 
There is a #15,000,000 permanent plant for an annual 
exposition of national interest ... 36 movie theatres ... 
smart night clubs ... automobile races ... boxing, wrestling, 
all kinds of outdoor sports ... night and day baseball ... 
colorful football clashes, home of the Southwest^ razzle-
dazzle brand of play ... fourteen municipal and serai-public 
golf courses ... five country clubs ... three big lakes, 
almost within the city, where every type of aquatic sport 
is enjoyed ... White Rook Lake bathing beach, municipal 
and private swimming pools ... the Ootton Bowl,seating 
46,200 fans, and Owriby Oval, seating 25,000. 
10 Ibid. 
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Dallas Is also the center ©f many cultural activities •• 
the Dallas Museum of Fin® Arts, with a permanent loan and 
owned collection valued at more than #1,500,00 ... an out­
standing Symphony Orchestra ... opera seasons, civic music 
calendars, concerts and lectures ... the open forum •••• 
the civic federation, with its classes in adult education ,, 
the Museum of natural History, filled with specimens of the 
Southwest*s wild life in native habitats ... a horticultural 
musalm ... the aquarium, with its permanent collection of 
more than 100 species of rare fishes ... the Texas lluaeUm 
of Natural Resources ... the monumental State of Texas 
Building ... an amphitheatre and band shell seating 5#000 ... 
the Dallas Athletic Club, the Dallas Woman's Giub, the Woman's 
For«ra. 
There are a number of civic-minded clubs in Dallas 
organised for the purpose of promoting the industrial, 
commercial and social interests of Dallas. A few of these 
clubs aret the Kiwanls, the Rotary, the Chamber of Commerce, 
the Jaycees or Junior Chamber of Commerce and Exchange Club. 
%sr,9. jft >\ttalVB in Dallas? As a 
result of its many interests, economic, political, industrial, 
commercial, cultural and civic, on© cannot deny that Dallas 

12 
is a ranking metropolis of the south and. Southwest. But 
the effort of this study has not bean to ascertain this 
fact h«t to find out the extent to which the essential 
features of a healthy and happy neighborhood life are 
available to its Pegro citizens j the municipal services 
such as paving, sewerage, lighting and police protection, 
through which the city exfcrts its influence to create pro­
gressive communities, the housing conditions, the school 
facilities, and the recreational opportunities. 
There are more than 40,000 iiegroea in Dallas. There 
are 7,659 homes for Uegroes. 2,933 or 38,i of these are 
in need of general repairs. An idea of the congested con­
dition prevailing is given by the fact that there are less 
than 5% of the available homes vacant. AlraOst one-fifth 
i 1,^52) of the homes are judged "menances to health", be­
cause of being less than ten feet apart.1 Exactly 82$, or 
5,983, of the homes use city water; 17$ (1,202) use wells 
with pumps; 1$ (74) use open wells. In two sections of the 
city. It was found that a number of homes were without a 
o 
water supply. 
Approximately 22$ (1,669)- of the homes have inadequate 
ventilation (boarded doors and windows; paper and rags 
^Survey by Professor A. W. Brashear for U.A.A.C.P. in 1935* 
(See Appendices). 
2£fei4., P. 1. 
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stuffed In broken windows). 3G% (2,290) are without 
electric light-3 
The condition calling for the most immediate attention 
relates to toilets. 2,833 {31%) of the ilegro homes have 
outside, old-fashioned dry toilets and another 1,429 (18^5) 
have external water toilets. 5% (207) have pit (chemical) 
toilets, external to the house. In many cases, several 
families use one external toilet. Only one-fourth of the 
homes were found to have adequate provision for the dis­
position of the garbage. The possibility for the spread 
of a number of diseases through the continuance of these 
p 
inadequate toilet and garbage facilities is immense. 
The data with regards to the conditions of the streets, 
aldeifElks, fire-plugs in Negro sections, and inadequate 
storm sewers, are not sufficiently complete to include in 
this report; the general impression from a limited number 
of observations ie that the lack of fire plugs constitutes 
a fire hazard in many sections and that on the whole there 
is a high percentage of the streets in the Negro sections 
Bnpavod. 
The Heal Property Inventory of 1954 showed 55*480 




According to the records of the Building Inspector a net 
gain o? 2,435 residential structures has been made in the 
pest four years, making a total of 57,916 residential 
streeturea. The 1938 survey covered 3*882 residential 
structures or 6.70$ of the total within thecity limits 
and divided as follows r^" 
White - 1,157 
Hegro - 2,037 
Mexicans - 688 
The number of substandard residential structures 
surveyed was 3,334 out of a total of 3,882 leaving only 
548 standard structuresuS 
The total estimated number of families in the City 
of Dallas is 76,000 which consists of -
62,680 whites - 82.4C$ 
12,110 Negroes - 16,0 % 
1,210 Mexicans - 1*6% 5 
In the l^legro area surveyed, there were 9,924 persona 
comprising 3,2?2 families or an average of 3*03 parsons 
per family. These families occupied 2,037 buildings, 
1,755 or Q6}i of which were substandard, with only 282 
standard structures, out of this group of 3*272 fegro 
General Survey of Housing Conditions City of Dallas, Texas, 
August, 1938, submitted by Hal Moseley, (See Appendices) 
-Ibid.. p. 4 (See Appendices) 
3lbld., p. 4. 
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families, 178 were on direct relief and 252 on WPA or 
work relief projects. Within this group of 3,272 families 
there are 2,560 families living in substandard rent houses 
In non-direct relief classification.x 
Areas #9, #10, and #11 comprise a large substandard 
housing section bounded by Thomas, Hall, Bryan, Good, San 
Jacinto, Leonard, Roas, Pearl, Hunger and Ro«th Streets. 
This section contains approximately 191 acres and is one 
of the ATegro slum areas. These areas are close In, 
located in the center of • well established Kbgro district 
and ideally suited as a possible location for a WSgro 
housing project. There are a park and school located 
within this area.2 
In these three areas there are only 30 vacancies, 
making it almost mandatory that the tenants remain in 
their present locations whether they are desirable or 
not 
Megro families occupying substandard rent houses 
located in areas surveyed recently with incomes between 
$25*00 and $70.00 per month total 1,338. These families 
would be eligible as tenants in the proposed housing 
4 projects. 
^General Survey of Housing Conditions City of Dallas, 
Texas. August, 1938. Submitted by Hal Moaeley, 
(See Appendices), 
f?bl&.» P. 6 
, p. 6 
Ibid.. p. 11 
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Not only are ©alias dwellings unsatisfactory but 
schools for Negroes in. Dallas, like Southern schools for 
Stegroes as ahawn by Wcofter, suffer from raors pupils per 
teacher, more double sessions, fewer ts.iohcrs, poorer 
salaries, fewer and smaller playgrounds and less adequate 
provision for the health and comfort of pupils and teachers 
in comparison to the white schools, Dallas received its 
A ' "• * 
first gymnasium in Its Negro school system with the erection 
of the new Lincoln High School in 1939# 
In general, the playgrounds of Dallas supply the only 
forms of recreation for the juveniles, These playgrounds 
are less numerous, smaller, poorer in equipment and less 
adequately supervised than playgrounds for whites. 
To some extent the inadequate facilities in public 
recreation for young people are supplemented by the Young 
Men's Christian Association, This is a beautiful building 
erected in North Dallas and equipped with a lobby, club-
rooms, game rooms, gymnasium and a swimming pool. This 
building came about aa a result of the combined effort of 
Negro citizens and the entire oommunity. 
The 14,000 families, 7,000 of whoa are property owners, 
have 120 churches, and 10,675 school children attending 13 
public schools,1 There is one source of college training 
^According to Chamber figures on its files. 
X7 
in the Wiley Extension School ••• the Dunbar Branch 
Library affords service to the Negro citizens ... there 
are four movie theatres operated by Negroes but owned by 
white ... Many taverns and three night cl,1ba ... outdoor 
•ports as softball, baseball, football and volleyball ... 
Negroes have access to one golf course occasionally ••• 
one public swimming pool ... a number of musical aggrega­
tions ... concerts and lectures in the Open Forum ... 
Parent-Teacher Associations ... National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People ... Progressive Voters 
League which has organized the Negro vote of Dallas into 
such a powerful unit that It has held the balance of power 
in the last two fsbnlcipal elections. 
MUnder th» existing political system of Dallas 
Negroes secure almost about as many concrete 
benefits from the government as mc3t other 
minority groups. However, because their 
needs are greater, these benefits are not 
sufficient. Inadequate as they are, these 
services come nearer to meeting the needs 
than in areas where the Negroes have not 
developed some political power.Hl 
L. Winn, "The Extent of Negro Participation in Civic 
Affairs of Dallas", p. 37. 
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Part II 
THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
NEGRO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
„ pylfiin of tfte ffcgro Chamber of Opqpergj 
Urbanization of Negroes Alexander1 says that 
Booker T. Washington thought that the future of American 
Kegroea was on the farms of the South. The 1920 census 
showed that 3,000,000 Negroes were at that time living 
in the cities. Since then perhaps 1,000,000 have left 
the farms for city life. This migration is more easily 
understood after seeing such plays as "God's Great Acres"2 
or reading books as The Rural Negro. The American Race 
Problem and The Negro in Chicago, and news stories found 
In many current periodicals about the poverty and suffer­
ing in many farm areas. A typical example of another 
type of suffering than economic Is the recent flare-up in 
Missouri between sharecroppers and white land owners. 
So, besides suffering from economic poverty they are 
^nrala^of American Academy of Political and Social Science. 
g 
Play written by Professor A. C. hamb of Prairie View State 
College and presented in April, 1939* 
""Houston Press. Jan. 20, 1939. 1*1*1. 
Characteristics of i'exas Population 
Urban aid .aural1 
13a 
Urban Population*-- 1937 
'Dotrl 2,535,000 2,389,348 
White...... 1,845,000 1,739,306 
Negro ..... 350,000 329,829 
Other Heeea.. 340#G00 320,213 
Kural Population— 
®otal 3, 637,000 3,435,367 
White 2,693,000 2,544,185 
Negro ...... 556,000 525,135 
Other Baoea,. 388,000 366,047 
'-Pe^aa ,'lrr-anao E. J. Storm Printing Co. 
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accorded many unjust treatments in the rural areas where 
a lack of organ!zationB or sympathetic friends among the 
whites can aid them. 
The plight of the Negro is somewhat better in urban 
communities, though not Ideal by any means. This may be 
due to the work of interracial organizations, the develop­
ment of a 'Negro business* and the growing interests of 
the Negro in his own civic welfare. As a result of being 
discriminated against to prevent equality of opportunity, 
the Negro has developed an Intense community conscious­
ness within his segregated neighborhood and activity Cor 
eeIf-improvement has intensified. 
• Tfte yevelqp^nt pf Bugjuga9 Through the 
l.M. and Y.W.C.A's and H.A.A.C.P. Negroes have for the 
first time been heard to speak for themselves. The white 
man h •> learned of £ Negro other than the * Uncle Tom1, 
shine boy or porter that he already knew as such and 
judged the rest of the race by. There is no doubt as to 
the success of these organizations in bringing about a 
better understanding between the races. 
The development of a business conducted by Negroes 
and patronized by Negroes has aided greatly in raising 
the economic status of the race. The importance of Negro 
19* 




Hotel keeper® and Managers 1,020 
estsuront end Iitinah Boom 7,511 
Barbora 2,500 
Hairdresser and Manicurists 
an4 toilet goods ——— 
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Retailers 
Bmicers, Brokers and money lend­
ers 
Undertakers • 1,558 
Reel Batata 500 
Theatrical Proprietors 185 
Tailoring 4, GOO 
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'An ?.l.-i of Amor loan Academy of ailtloal and Social Science. 
October 1938, P. 150. 
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business concerns ©an be judged, by the figures given by 
the Negro Year Book of 1934 as the annual volume of busi­
ness - #500,000,000 - in the united States«. 
situations Requiring the x.aonomtc and Political 
VI'V^iqa 1.1,011 of Negroes 
Stimulated somewhat by the interracial organizations 
the Negro has partially taken on himself the responsibility 
of his political, social and economic welfare. The things 
that he usually works for are legislation, school bonds, 
civic improvement, more efficient police protection, 
hospitals, and the elimination of petty injustices and dis­
criminations. 
Besides the needed Improvements listed in the intro­
duction, Dallas streets in Hegro neighborhoods were badly 
In need of pavement; Negroes could murder one another 
without fear of punishment; there were no Negro police­
men nor mail carriers; the Negro schools were poorly 
equipped; there were only two Negro parks ard these were 
poorly equipped and lighted; Negroes were herded around 
like cattle at the oity hospital; Negro teachers* 
salaries did not compare favorably with those of the 
white school teachers; and there were no public library 
facilities for Negro citizens. These are a few of the 
situations that demanded the attention of organized 
the Following la a list of the Classified number 
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Life Insurance Agents 
Ministers 
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action among the liegro citizens. 
> 
Example of the liole of the Vhite Chamber of Co amerce 
of Dallas 
The growth of organization out of a need for the fore­
going things, probably oasis about also as a result of the 
\ 
rising level of education among Negroes in Dallas* This re­
sulted in a change from the pa at a ire mess that had primarily 
V" \ 
characterized the attitude of Dallas Negroes to one of 
aggrsasIreness. The educated Negro leaders realized that 
-•the time had come for them to organise economically, think 
intelligently and act with wisdom regarding their own 
situation.These leaders probably received their in­
spiration to organize, a Ohamber of Commerce among the 
Negroes because of the role and val^e of the white Chamber 
of Commerce to the white industrial, social and business 
world of Dallas. The interests of the white Ohamber of 
Commerce vary to cover practically every civic, political, 
industrial and business activity. Its business may cover 
civic improvement of Dallas, oppose unfavorable legislation 
a3 some taxes, recommend oertain improvements that may 
facilitate industry and business, cooperate with federal 
and state agencies that are working for common interests, 
make goodwill trips to enhance business possibilities, 
*A. Maoeo Smith (Interview with Executive Secretary, Dec. 5, 
1938). 
'  •  2 2  
sponsor parades* welcome conventions "to tn.e city and even 
put on safety campaigns to lower traffic deaths and 
accidents. 
Beginning of the Negro Chamber of Commerce The 
Hegro Chamber of Commerce In Dallas was modeled after the 
white Chamber of Commerce with alterations to fit racial 
differences in community problems. In 1925 a group of 
public-spirited citizens led by E. J. Crawford, Dr. E. T. 
Hamilton, Professor T. W. Pratt ard & few others, met in 
the Flowers Building in North Dallas and organized the 
Dallas Negro Chamber of Commerce - l£r. Crawford, an under­
taker, Dr. Hamilton, a physician, and Professor Pratt, an 
elementary school principal• 1 
C.^?M4PF;W Development of the Chamber 
Charter of the Nerro Chamber of Commerce in 1926 Sub­
sequent to their organization of the Dallas Negro Chamber of 
Commerce, these civic leaders obtained a charter from the 
State of Texas, November 15, 1926. This charter authorized 
the chamber to function as a non-profit educational board of 
*The author apologizes for not mentioning the other members 
present at this meeting but due to limited time for 
study he was unable to receive this information. 
( Wording of actaal atafco charter graced the Dallas 
22a 
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trade dedtoated to the civic, commercial and industrial 
development of the Negro community. 
Officers This was the first Chamber of Commerce 
organised by Negroes In the United States and E. J, Crawford 
was elected as the first president (1926) and W. E. Clark, 
executive secretary. Since that time Dr. H. T. Hamilton 
(1927-28), Dr. W. K. Flowers (1933-34), Dr. L. a. Pinks ton 
(1935-36) and 0. F. Starks (1937-38),respectively,have 
served as president.* These men have gained recognition 
as the leaders in Dallas civio life and have done much 
toward spreading the Chamber's influence. 
Growth 9X Membership, ,,1926-1939 Since 1933 the 
Chamber's membership has increased. When the Chamber was 
first organized in 1926 there were only a few of the lead­
ing Negro professional and business men of Dallas on its 
roll. These men conducted and transacted all the business 
themselves. They were not assisted by any auxiliary 
organizations. Today (1939) the Chamber's membership has 
Increased many times its former number. This increase has 
been &"e to the organization of auxiliary organizations, 
the inauguration of the "bronze mayor" idea and the re-
«-
See pictures of Presidents of Chamber (other officers of 
Chamber since its organization have not been secured 
by the author). 
DR. L. G. PINKSTON 
1935 and 1936 
Dr. Pirxkston la one 
of the moat outstand­
ing physicians of the 
city. He ia the owner 
of the Pinkston Clinic. 
First—The late E. J. Crawford 
1926 
The first president of 
the Chamber, the late 
E. J. Crawford, was a 
business man and in­
terested in the civic 
and commercial develop­
ment of Dallas. 
1937 and 1938 
Serving two term# 
1937 and 1938, Mr. 
Starke was another 
business man president 
of the Chamber. 
1933 and 1934 
Owner of the Flowers 
Building where the first 
Chamber meeting was held 
Dr. Flowers has been a 
staunch supporter of 
civic development. 
A popular phyeloian, 
Dr. Ward was (1939) 
bronze mayor of 
Dallas for 1938. 
1927 and 19'28 
Dr. Hamilton, winner 
of the Crawford public 
Service award for 1936, 
and father of the pro-
sent education bill 
presented to the State 
legislature, has won 
fame in Dallas for 
his unselfish public 
service. 
PRESIDENTS OF THE 
MEGRO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
OF DALLAS 
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organ!aatIon of the Chamber to cover many more phases of 
activity among the Negroes of Dallas. Today the membership 
numbers 719 which is about nine times its former membership 
roll. 
Reormnlsatlon In 13T5 Sh. Ohambar has grown In 
Interests also slnoa 1926. Very little record has been 
left of the activities of the Chamber from 1926 to 1933. 
Evidently, after Dr. Hamilton's second term in 1928 the 
Chamber ceased to function. In 1933 the Chamber was re­
organized and new civle life inoculated into Its program. 
A meeting was held at the I.M.C.A. in February, 1933, and 
the Chamber was reorganized with Dr. W, K. Flowers president 
and A. JJaceo Smith as executive secretary. A. M. Smith has 
continued to hold this office to this day (1939)• In 1934 
Dr. L. C. Pinkston was elected president and served for two 
terms, after which he was succeeded by C. F. Starks, who 
served to 1939. Dr. E. E. Ward, who succeeded him, is serv­
ing at this time (1939). 
Since its reorganization in 1933 the Chamber has swung 
into a full program of activities. 
•^tr»<rt"re Organisation 31ftge 1933 
Executive Staff The Negro Chamber of Commerce has 
26 
permanent offtosa located at 814^ Good Street, with an 
executive staff to servo as a central clearing house for 
the civic, commercial and industrial needs of Dallas Negroes. 
The Executive Committee meets as often as necessary during 
the interim of the board meetings. 
Board of Directors The entire membership participates 
in the election of a Board of Directors which holds regular 
semi-monthly meetings to care for the business of the Chamber, 
The directors (twenty-six in number) elected are supplemented 
by the nine councilaen elected \n the "bronae mayor" contest 
which makes the Board of Directors number thirty-five members. 
These directors then meet and elect the following officers t 
president, first vice president, second vice president, third 
vice president, fourth vice president, executive secretary, 
treasurer, and three assistant secretaries. 
Twelve ^ following twelve 
standing committees are appointed for a fiscal year. Executive 
Committee of seven members} Finance Committee of three} Member­
ship and Business Committee of six} Civic and Public Welfare 
of three} Education of six} Publicity of three} Health and 
Hospitalisation of seven} Agriculture of three} Employment of 
seven} Business Planning of four? Convention Bureau of five? 
and Athletics and Recreation of five. 
87 
Auxiliary Organization For nany yaara the chief eapha.la 
of the Chamber program was on affairs such as jobs, schools, ? 
parks, suitable environs, housing, legislation, more efficient 
police protection, hospitals and the elimination of petty in­
justices of discrimination* She executive staff at the per­
manent office acted as a central clearing house for this busi­
ness. During 1937 the pendulum shifted to other phases where 
much work has been done In the field ef organising Negro busi­
ness and the following are some of the organisations which 
have been set up as auxiliaries to the Chamber t Retail Merchants 
Association, Club Council, County Teachers Institute, Graduate 
Nurses Association, Taxi Association, Underwriters Association 
and the County Agricultural Institute1 Some other agencies 
have received the support of the Chamber in their programs also. 
Membership The 1938 membership files of the Chamber 
record 875 financial members of which approximately 50$ are 
business and professional men and women, manufacturers and 
skilled craftsmen. The membership also includes common laborers 
and domestics| and thirty-six business, civic, laborers and 
social organizations are also listed in the membership* 
Memberships are known as Cold Star Membership, one costing 
from twenty-five to one hundred dollars, a Business Membership, 
ten to twenty-four dollars, a Regular Membership which is six 
^Seo Part IV,"Specific Functions and Achievements". 
28 
dollars, and a Contributing Membership of one dollar. 
Finance Finance is raised by selling memberships. 
The success of the Chamber's program is due in no small 
measure to the mayoralty contest. In the past election (1938) 
,000 was raised. 
During the 1936 Chamber year, A. A. Braswell, then chair­
man of the Finance Committee, conceived the idea of electing 
a Bronze Mayor, which was the beginning of a firm financial 
footing for the organization* The ©lection is carried out as 
any other city eleotion of officials. There are four parties 
formed for the purpose of electing the candidate of their 
particular choice. The qualifications for voting are not 
very stringent but an official dhamber receipt must be pre­
sented at the polls. Upon payment of the "Chamber Tax" which 
Is equivalent to membership in the Kegro Chamber of Commerce 
the individual is given a Chamber receipt. 
The election day is usually held in the early fall of 
the year and is declared a legal holiday by the Mayor of 
Dallas,1 More than $2,000 was raised for the current year 
by this means and an executive secretary with two stenographers 
are employed full time. 
*0n October 29, 1938 Mayor George Spragu© declared a legal 
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General Duties and Functions of the Units 
Derbies of Officers Sleeted The Chamber Is chartered 
by the State aa a non-profit educational board of trade. As 
such it has handled business pertaining to the civic, 
commercial and industrial development of Dallas. 
Officers elected In the mayoralty contest are listedI 
Running on each official ticket is a councilman-at-large and 
seven counoilmanlc candidates from each of the major Negro 
districts in the city. Voting boxes and election judges 
are stationed at convenient places in each district. In 
the past election boxes were placed at headquarters, 814£ 
Good Street| North Dallas, Flo-Ru-Mai, 3300 Thomas Avenue|' 
Central Dallas? I.M.O.A., 2?00 flora Street? Wheatley, 3603 
Dunbar Street? Queen City, Stephens Drug Store, 2517 
Metropolitan? -.ill City, Ford's Grocery, 3341 South Haskell? 
Black and Clark Undertaking Co mpany, 1109 Bast 10th Street? 
and Forth Bad, Lookett's Grocery, 6564 Lemraon Avenue. These 
polls were open for voting at 8 a.m. and closed at 9 p.m. 
The seven councilman, councilman-at-large, and bronze mayor 
elected Join the twenty-six direotors and complete the 
official directorate of thirty-five members. 
How the Chamber'9 Program la Carried Out The 
Chamber is able to carry out its extensive program through 
29b 
O F F I C I A L  B A L L O T  
MAYORALTY ELECTION - OCTOBER 29, 1958 
NEGRO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. 
AMT. PD. $ NO. OF VOTES SERIAL NO. 
WOMEN'S TICKET LIBERAL TICKET PEOPLES' TICKET PROGRESSIVE TICKET 
M A Y O R  
I. B. H. WILLIAMS 
M A Y O R  
LEE MCKINLEY 
M A Y O R  
A. A. BRAS'WELL 
M A Y O R  




REV.T.M. CHAMBERS ' 
COUNCILMAN AT-LARGE 
REV. E. C. ESTELL 
COUNCILMAN AT-LARGS 
T. W. PRATT 
NORTH DALLAS 




DR. F. H. JORDAN 
NORTH DALLAS 




















H. I. HOLLAND 
QUEEN CITY 



















B. B. LIPSCOMB 
NORTH END 
MRS. GEORGIA TOWLES 
NORTH END 





E: To vote a straight ticket draw lines through the tickets you do not want 
elected. 
To vote a split ticket draw lines through names of all candidates you do 
not want elected. 
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committee assignments. The appointments and asslgnmanta are 
made by the president of the Chamber with the aid of the 
executives and confirmed by the Board of Directors in 
regular session. 
"Much care and thought have been exercised in 
making these assignments and each committee 
chairman is urged to call his committee to­
gether immediately and proceed with the work 
assigned."3* 
The functions of these committees are as follows! 
"... is composed of seven members 
of the Board, has mot regularly 
when called to solve problems 
and exigencies whioh have arisen 
during the interim of the meet­
ings of* the Board of Directors 
which are held on the first and 
third Thursday of each month in 
the office at 6 p.m."2 
*... has served as a watch-dog 
cper the treasury and, through 
its vigilant efforts, we had a 
surplus in excess of #300 wheru 
we entered the fall campaign.*^ 
handles business shows, business 
directory, business stimulation, 
Nineteenth of June celebration 
and mayoralty election. 
*A. Maoeo Smith. Letter to Chamber members, p. 1. 
Sliayor A. A. Bra a well's address (1938) at annual meeting. 
December 15, 1938. p. 2. 
3Ibid., p. 2. 
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H... It has stimulated Dallas 
commercial life to a point where 
we can now boast of the fact that 
iSegro business is now well-
organised and is well-served. 
The Committee on Civic and PufrUo Welfare, 
- looks after the Educational Bill 
sewerage bond issue, parks and play­
grounds# law and. order, welfare pro­
jects and endorsements. 
M... It can well take credit for 
many of the major aspects of the 
civic development of out city.Hti 
EfrS fommi-frtee - handles the 
following business I Teacher's salary 
raise, school supervisors, school 
buildings, physicians, dentists, 
additional nurses for schools, 
vocational work, oooupational survey, 
night school, vocational trades, 
truancy problems, educational exhibit 
at Fair Park. 
The Duties fff the Publicly' .Oftflgiltteg are 
to publicise the Negro Chamber of 
Commerce and Dallas. 
lIbid. > 
2IbM. p. 3. 
i 
The Health Committee sponsors a five 
year plan sway, tubercular 
hospital, convalescent home, 
doctors at Parkland (City hospital), 
more Kegro nurses at Parkland, 
county nurses, Volunteer Health 
League, crippled children, oity 
beautif1eatIon program. 
The Agriculture Committee sponscrs county 
fairs, meat shoes at State Fair ex­
hibits; county health activities, 
farmers, markets, vocational agri­
culture, home economies, teachers, 
and Jear.es supervisor are the things 
taken care of by this committee, 
Cgna^eq ^ ffqptqgiffm* Is interested 
in Federal, State, municipal, clerks 
In Post Office and common labor, 
Th? .ITwfeT; mskes 
surveys, investigations, brief 
federal and state laws and analyses 
the market. 
The Convention Bureau invites and entertains 
conventions with the idea of making 
Dallas a convention city for Negroes. 
sponsors a soft ball league during 
the summer and also a general re­
creation survey. 
34 
Bart I I I  
30MS ECONOMIC A0C0MPLI3 MSMTS 
OF THE CHAMBER 
a^ems Faom - pallas Heroes. l m  -
After getting ita charter from the State in 1926 the 
Chamber faced the problem of winning the confidence of 
not only the Kegro citizens of Dallas but the municipal, 
county and federal authorities as well. The Chamber was 
not very successful in doing this until after its re­
organization In 1933. Since 1933 the Chamber has had 
many opportunities to prove its metal* so to speak, be­
cause of the varied problems facing Dallas Hegroee. 
These problems fall under the headings of civic, social, 
economic and others. A few of them have been listed. 
PWo Trofo] ems There was a sad lack of sufficient 
lights and paved streets in Megro neighborhood? a need for 
Part improvements!1 and the Itogroes had no voice in the 
municipal government. 
35 
The largest Negro neighborhood In Dallas is the 
North Dallas area. It Is centrally located and furnishes 
a good cross section of the type of problems faced by 
Negroes In Dallas. South Dallas follows North Dallas in 
population figures but is a somewhat larger area. Oak 
Cliff, Kast Dallas and Elm Thicket, respectively, are the 
next ranking areas in population size with an almost 
entirely Negro neighborhood. 
There is such a large and well established population 
in North Delias that it Is farily capable of living on its 
own. Located in North Dallas are a number of large 
churches, two schools, a theater, the center of commercial 
recreation and business houses with theY.M.fl.A. and the 
hustle and bustle of activity around Hall and Thomas. 
The park was poorly lighted and equipped and was the 
center of juvenile delinquency. The resiuentlal sections 
were fairly well lighted on the paved streets as Thomas, 
Hall, Flora, Allen and Boll, but the side and the unpoved 
streets were poorly lighted. This probably caused the 
high murder rate among Negroes in this section. 
Since there was no opportunity for the Negro to voice 
his needs through a representative in the local government, 
his voice has been weak in the affairs of the city. Negroes 
36 
were reluctant about taking time off to sea that the 
municipal government provided such community facilities 
aa were needed. 
The same problems that were facing Worth Dallas 
citizens could be found in the other Negro sections but 
were probably not as acute as those needs of North Dallas. 
South Dallas, including Lincoln Manor, Whoatley, Mill City 
and Queen City, was rapidly developing into a home-buying 
residential section for negroes. These sections were 
growing up because land was cheaper and Negroes could 
afford small houses and us© street oars and automobiles 
to reach their working places. This is also true of the 
Elm Thicket area north of Worth Dallas. All of the areas 
named above except /haatley and Qween City are classed as 
suburban. The chief disadvantage of those areas is thoy 
have had to wait many years for sewers, water mains, street 
lights, sidewalks, and especially for paving. Besides 
their own reluctance about petitioning for these things, 
Negroes have often moved Into houses that are undesirable 
because of topographical features. This practice, in many 
instances, makes it so expensive for the city to supply 
theia with neighborhood facilities that they are often 
neglected. 
Then the street oar and bus facilities were inadequate 
36a 
Typical scenes In Dallas as by pictures taken 




More scenes from saiae survey 
Housing 
36 c 
The Ideal home Is pictured by the N»A.A.C.P» 
Committee 
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especially for Lincoln Manor,and Sim Thicket, The line 
•topped too short to serve the Lincoln Manor area making 
It necessary for patrons to walk many blocks of had streets 
for service. The Elm Thicket area Is about three miles 
north of North Dallas and is the greatest distance of all 
the areas from the street car line. 
The results of a study of JJegro neighborhood con­
ditions of Dallas made under the direction of ?. J, Woofter 
In 1928 throws soma light on the street oar facilities and 
street conditions of Dallas. The results are as follows*1 
Number of families unimpeded ... 162 or 13$ 
Number of families somewhat impeded ... 239 or 19$ 
Number of families almost entirely impeded (especial­
ly In wet weather) ••• 839 or 68$ 
Ĥ he serious hindrance and at times complete 
inhibition from attendance at school, cb&rch, 
et cetera, not to speak of its becoming <|uite 
a faotor In preventing the fulfillment of 
work engagements,'are illustrated by these 
flg-.n-es. "2 
As Woofter contends, each city needs neighborhoods 
supplied with municipal improvements into which the better 
class of l̂ egro can move without opposition. These neighbor­
hoods should be made attractive by the installation of 
Poofter, T, J., Nepyp Profrl*?pa ̂  p. 110 
2Ibid., p. 110. 
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paving, lighting, sewerage, schools and playgrounds. 
Social Problems The slum areas in Worth Dallas, 
especially, provided a dangerous health hazard J the 
schools were crowded especially the Booker T. Washington 
High School (the only secondary sohool for Negroes in 
Dallas at this time) and the B. P. Darrell Elementary 
Sohool, both of North Dallas; a neglected housing problem; 
maltreatment of Negro patrons at the Qlty Hospital; 
and the large n'haber of Negro families on relief provide 
a good picture of some of the social conditions of Dallas. 
m*** ***** eoonomio problems consist­
ed of the large number of unemployed Negroes with no 
prospect of Jobs because there was no agency to hire them 
out; Negroes were not employed at Post Office nor as 
policemerrt; Negro businesses were not patronised or en­
couraged by white wholesalers; the taxi lines were "cutting 
each others throats"; and Negro insurance companies were 
exploited by fake polloy holders because they were not 
united in any way to guard against fakers. 
The chief Negro business consisted of forms of re­
creation (commercial). The theater offers a popular form 
of recreation to Negroes in Dallas, but there was not one 
Negro-owned moving picture house in Dallas. Dance halls 
and pool rooms were popular also* There were three such 
places In Dallas. In 1933 there was not a single dance 
hall fit to aooommodate a really high olasa dance. They 
were fairly clean and well-ventilated, however. The con-
duet at the dances depended on the sponsoring organisation. 
Frequently, there were cutting and shooting escapades at 
public dances in these places and the cabarets were just 
as tough, Negro pool rooms were in "dives" of the lowest 
type and the only wholesome environment for playing pool 
was at the X.M.G.A.^ 
Accomplishments of Chamber Prior 
Sinoe 1933 the Chamber has conducted many of its 
efforts toward encouraging Xfegroes to become independent 
and self-supporting. A. XJaooo Smith uses Waco, Texas 
population in analogy with the Kegro population in Dallas! 
"Of the 300,000 persons which constitute the 
population of Dallas, more than one-seventh 
of them are Negroes. The city of Waco, Texas 
is no larger than the oity of Dallas? but yet 
Waco has worked out an economic program which 
creates banks, insurance companies, department 
stores, street oars, bus lines, and everything 
to serve the needs of its population ........ 
...  these achievements are within our (Negroes 
of Dallas) Immediate grasp and will become the 
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first fruits of a united program of active co­
operation. "* 
In an effort to encourage Negroes along these lines 
many projects have been sponsored. The author has attempt­
ed to classify these projects under the headings of civic, 
sooial and others. 
Civic Achievements Two important projects of a 
civic nature sponsored by the Chamber prior to 1938 were 
the fostering of Negro participation in the Texas Centennial 
with #100,000 being appropriated by the federal government 
for the purpose, and the organization of a street improve­
ment program under the W.P.A. The SSegro Exhibit Building 
on the State Fair grounds during the Texas Centennial (1936) 
was the structure erected by the federal government upon the 
repeated requests of the Chamber. Though the building was 
torn down after the Centennial celebration was over, it was 
t 
probably the most popular building on the grounds for Uegro 
patrons and a number of whites. 
V 
There were not many streets paved for Negro citizens 
during this year but upon the insistence of the Chamber many 
mUd holes were filled and a number of unpaved streets were 
: 
^Souvenir Program of Inauguration, 1938. p. 10. 
*1 
scraped and smoothed or covered with rocks. 
Further accomplishments of the Chamber prior to 1938 
are i fostering and obtaining city and federal appropriation 
of |50,000 for Negro pane Improvement. Negroes In tihe 
benefits of the alphabetical agencies of the government 
was secured.1 employment was secured for an assistant pro­
bation officer, a tuberculosis nurse, and a visiting nurse; 
conducted city-wide business stimulative campaign and en­
couraged better cooperation for Negro business; and stimulat­
ed activity for more federal employment. 
The National Youth Administration hps placed 138 Negro 
girls and 77 Negro boy# at the Parkland Hospital.2 
Adult Education classes are held at 2815 Thomas Avenue. 
The Chamber conducts many of its efforts toward getting 
Negro citiaens, who are qualified, to take federal clvtl 
service examinations whenever they are given. 
The Chamber's attorneys have given instructions to the 
aged Negroes of Dallas as to how they may obtain pensions. 
The P.W.A. seY/lrg room at 400 South Poydras was under 
the sponsorship of the Negro Chamber of floaimsroe in 1935# 
^Souvenir Program of Inauguration, 1938. 0* 10. 
2Pallae iteming News. "Negro Nursing", Deeember 5# 1938. 
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Other Accomplishments Some achievements of the Chamber 
prior to 1938 ©ay not necessarily be called economic# social 
or civic. These hare been listed under #others* and as 
follows 1 The Chamber Invited and entertained twenty-three 
conventions! gained recognition for Megro membership in South­
west A.A.U. »eet| encouraged county fairs and encouraged city 
markets for farm products from the truck farmers in Dallas 
County; and established housing bttreau for Centennial visitors. 
A group of citizens, feeling the need of a central 
political organization, followed the leadership of the Alpha 
Phi Alpha Fraternity, organized the Progressive ditizens 
League in 1934# and the late A. 8. Wells was elected president. 
The League subsequently campaigned to elect Mr. fells to the 
State legislature. 
Prior to this time there had been no appreciable Negro 
vote In the municipal elections.1 And in 1935 the Chamber 
set up the Progressive Voters League which conducts an 
Intensive poll tax drive each year. 
"... The committee of the Chamber presents to 
the candidates to be elected a list of things 
that Negroes desire# to get pledge of support, 
before they cast their ballot. 1usually this 
unit represents the ba&noe of power In the 
election# if It is a close one.'"* 
*Mable Winn "The Political Status of Negroes In Dallas." p. 32# 
o 
Loc.clt.. Mable Winn, An Interview with Principal W. R. 
Banks on "What the Negroes of Dallas are Doing". 
December 8, 1937. 
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Ternary The Chamber's achievements prior to 1938 
and since 1933 can be seen to be takihg on more activities 
of Negroes in Dallas. In order to win the confidence of 
the Negro citizens, municipal, state and federal authoritieo 
it began to assert itself to the latter three in behalf of 
the former's welfare. Co, at this point the Chamber's 
activities began to touch on problems concerned with civic, 
social and economic interests. 
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Part IV 
PROGRAM km A CHI EVE!® NTS OF CHAMBER, 
1938-39 
192$ 
A reviewing of the Chamber's program of 1938 reveals 
the many projects as achievements. 
Civic The following civic projects were carried 
out by the Chambers A twenty-eight acre park was obtained 
for Oak Cliff| lights were secured for all city parks? a 
110,000 community house was put up in Mill City (Wahoo 
Park)? a Negro superintendent was placed over the tfahoo 
Community House? promotion of a city-wide health program 
was taken over by the Chamber} it contended for better bus 
service in Kegro districts? sought better police protection? 
and sponsored successful three-day emancipation celebration. 
Social The Chamber seeded the appointment of 
Negro nurses at Parkland Hospital? brought about the 





housing project for Negroes J Initiated and sponsored 
eoholarship Bill? fostered successful crime reduction 
campaign; and advised pensioners on securing old age 
pensions* 
Economic The Chamber promoted a successful trade 
week drive with thirty-seven merchants participating! 
secured increased employment for Negroes in city and 
countyj1 assisted fourteen businesses to become located 
In Dallas; secured appointment of Negroes on building 
new high school; and secured appointment of child welfare 
nurse. 
Auxiliary OrgftnlgaWflS. 
The Chamber also formed several organizations through 
which it hoped to facilitate much of its work. These 
organizations have been listed and treated in accordance 
with the author's estimation of their importance. 
gpVffty Teaqhqr's 
Exact figures on number, wages and conditions are not 
available to author. 
•Information on the activities of the County Teacher's 
Institute has not been received by the author. 
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The Club Council The Club Council engage8 Itself 
In civic problems associated with the activities cf the 
major civic organizations of the city, 
TftP W«*'*r}t.er8 ASqqff^lpi> The Dallas Negro 
bnderwriters Association Is an organization of 150 agents 
of twelve local insurance and fraternal companies, It 
was organized November 17, 1937 to promote the Negro life 
insurance profession and to preserve reputation and. good­
will of Negro life Insurance companies, to eliminate bad 
practices of agents and maintain a high standard of 
efficiency and insurance eithios. This organization 
meets weekly on Wednesday eveni«igs from 7 to 8 o'clock. 
The meeting place alternates from on® of the twelve 
member companies to the other. The officers are J. S. 
Jones, president| J, H, Maokey, first vice-president; 
A, H, Willis, second vice-president; 0. A. Gallaway, 
secretary; 0. B. Johnson, assistant secretary; and J, E. 
Booker, treasurer. The expenses are taken care of by 
the association which collects ten cents per meeting 
from each agent and one dollar for year's membership 
from the companies. 
One important thing that this organization has been 
able to do is set up a central unit where each company 
vmrnw** 
NATIONAL NEGRO INSURANCE WEEK 
C E L E B R A T I O N  
OPENS MONDAY, MAY 8 - CLOSES SATURDAY, MAY 15, '39 
SEE THE BIG PARADE, SATURDAY, 11:00 A, M.. MAY 6 
Beginning at Booker Washington High School, 
proceeding on Flora to Boll, to Thomas, to 
Washington, Munger, Hall, San Jacinto, ending 
on Good Street. The Underwriters Association 
are offering a prize for the most attractively decorated float or 
car appearing in the parade, also a prize for the best comic 
skit in the parade. To enter the parade, call J. H. Mackey, 8-4886. 
MEMBER COMPANIES 
ATLANTA LIFE—J. H. MACKEY, DIST. MGR. 
CENTURY MUTUAL—B. T. TYLER, DIST. MGR. 
EXCELSIOR LIFE—J. E. BOOKER, DIST. MGR. 
HAMPTON WILLIAMS BURIAL CLUB—MRS. I. B. H. WILLIAMS, 
MANAGER 
NATIONAL HEALTH—J. L. LOTT, DIST MGR. 
PEOPLES INSURANCE—C. A. GALLOWAY, DIST. MGR. 
PEOPLES MUTUAL—A. H. WILLIS, DIST. MGR. 
UNIVERSAL LIFE—J. S. JONES, DIST. MGR. 
WATCHTOWER—0. B. JOHNSON, DIST. MGR. 
WESTERN AND LONE STAR—P. D. BROWN, DIST. MGR. 
DALLAS NEGRO UNDERWRITERS ASSOCIATION 
8141/2 Good Street 
Affiliated with the 
DALLAS NEGRO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Phone 8-9860 
*7 
can file its "ringers" so that all companies may beware of 
them. "Ringers" are policy holders who make a racket out 
of extracting various sums from insurance companies under 
false pretense. 
The chief trouble of the organization has been in 
scouring the cooperation of physicians. There are many 
doctors who will fill out false claims against companies 
for clients who are not and have not been ill or injured. 
(fouifly CoUncU Ap3flpej,y.»rit County Couneil 
of Agriculture with twenty-four members was organized in 
1934. It lists twelve ideals as its ultimate goal* 
1. To do the things that we have been do­
ing as farmers better with records kept. 
2. Bull olrele and boar circle. 
3. Exhibit at community, county and State 
Fairs. 
4. foul? of ideal farms. 
5. Each farmer to provide adequate lay­
out for the production of poultry 
for the family. 
6. Grow enough sweet potatoes for family 
use. 
7. A ailohcow for every family of four 
and more If needed. 
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8. Bach farmer to add at least five tree® 
to home orchard eaoh year, until 
enough la added to supply family needa. 
9. News letters to be sent to each agri­
cultural council member in the county# 
10# To sponsor county quartet. 
11. County council to b«y such tools 
(agricultural) to be used by members 
of the council that cannot be pur­
chased by individual farmers# 
12. County oouncll to send Dallas County 
bus to Farmers Congress with delegates. 
This organization meets on the second Saturday of 
each month at 10*30 a.m. in the office of the County 
Agricultural Agent, C. A. Walton. Its officers are Will 
Sheppard, president? Charles Bledsoe, vice-president? 
Art«lla Dibbles, secretary? and Virgil Barker, treasurer. 
Expenses of the organization are taken care of through 
annual #2.00 membership fees. The chief problem of the 
organization is attendance at its meetings. 
The Retail Merchants Association The Dallas Hegro 
Retail Merchants Association, organized September 22, 1937 
for the purpose of raising the economic status of Negroes 
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by promoting the general program of the civic, commercial ax 
arvi industrial betterment of Dallas, has fifty-seven members 
on its roll book# This organization meets once a week for 
two hours or more at alternate member business places. The 
officers are Henry Ford, president! B. B. Lipscomb, 
secretary; Mrs. Shannon-Brown, treasurer; and A. Maceo 
Smith, advisor. 
Expenses are taken care of by taxing each member of 
the organization. 
Some of the accomplishments of the organization ares 
better cooperation between white merchants and colored, 
better service among Negro business, and more goodwill 
between publlo and merchant. The present difficulties of 
this organization are lack of cooperation among all Negro 
businesses, lack of finance among members to operate, and 
a lack of professional ethics among business operators. 
The association was organized In the interest of 
small business and has become a powerful exchange for 
the promotion of small business enterprises. It advi&es, 
aids, encourages and stimulates young Negro business 
enterprises and recently has inaugurated a credit union 
for failing businesses among its members. 
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The Job Makers Forum Is the medium through which the 
association carries its projects to the public. The forum 
meets every Sunday in some community church. Among the 
projects sponsored by this organisation for the year 1938 
are i the promotion of a cooperative advertising sehsdula 
in the newspapers} sponsoring of a formal reception and 
musical program honoring the aged citizens of DallasJ 
assisted in the organization of a Beauty Operators Union 
and undertakers Association} the election of a Merchant 
Prince of Dallas; and the promotion of a hegro Trade Week. 
The Negro Trade Week project had as its slogan "Sales 
make Jobs" and had the cooperation of seventy-five Dallas 
merchants. They attempted to arouse the interest of Dallas 
Negroes to the support of Negro owned and operated enter­
prises for the purpose of improving business and increas­
ing Job opportunities. The title "Merchant Prince" was 
awarded the merchant showing the largest sales and business 
efficiency during the drive. The success of the drive was 
commented on by the Dallas Expressi 
"This illustrates the fact that long ago it was 
discovered that cooperation and not segregation 
is the keynote to better business. The more 
our Negro merchants work together toward a 
common goal, the stronger will be their enter­
prises. "1 
^Dallas Express. "Cooperative Trade Week"• August 6, 1938. 
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The Taxi Association The Dallas Negro Taxi Associa­
tion was organized January 1, 1937 and has five member 
companies. It was organized for better understanding be­
tween proprietors and chauffeurs In working out the pro­
blems In dealing with the public and to show that courtesy, 
promptness, and fairness in all dealings will net a better 
business.1 This organization meets every week on Wednesday 
afternoon from 2 until 3 o'clock in the K. of P. Temple.* 
Its five members, bound together by mutual understanding 
take care of the association's expenses. Some of its 
accomplishments are (1) brought about a better business 
relation between the taxi companies! (2) organized the 
city chauffeurs; (3) brought about an elimination of 
cruising; (4) has resulted in cooperation with all city 
ordinances relative to taxi business; and (5) a decrease 
of careless driving cases and resulting wrecks. Its major 
difficulty is collecting assessments, rents and bond money 
from drivers. 
The Taxi Association brought about the organization 
of the Undertakers Association, The Pallas Taxi Association 
filed a protest against the Dallas Negro Undertakers who 
were alleged to b© engaged In a Eystem of Indiscriminate 
*In questionnaire filled out by A. H. Thomea, Secretary-
Treasurer of Association. January 16, 1939* 
•Building belonging to the Negro Knights of Pythlans in 
downtown district. 
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free hailing of parsons to clinics and otner public plaoes. 
The taxi operators compiled figures showing that this 
malpractice was costing taxi ater the loss of business as 
follows t |52.50 per day? $137.50 per week and $550 per month. 
Taxi men were insistent that if undertakers were to con­
tinue this Unethical pursuit they should qualify under the 
city ordinance for taxi service and become legitimate com­
petitors* 
The Dallas Express exposed the practice to certain 
undertakers who were engaged in the promiscuous free haul­
ing of individuals with the idea that the free hauling 
practice built up goodwill and gave the undertakers a chance 
at future business when death occurred in the family of one 
or more of the persons who enjoyed free rides without pay. 
to the 
A letter was sent by the Express/president of the State 
Board of Embalming calling his attention to the practice 
and was promptly rewarded with the following letter: 
"Dear Sir: 
This will acknowledge the receipt of your 
letter of the 13th together with a copy of 
your paper. Have read carefully your article 
regarding the free ambulance that Is practiced 
by some of the colored funeral, directors in 
your city. 
This is indeed a deplorable eituation 
and should not be practiced. 1 would suggest 
that you 3end a copy of this paper to L. H. 
Letson, executive secretary of the Independent 
B^uneral Directors Association of Texas, Tyler, 
Texas. For your information as to the attitude 
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of the Board regarding these practices I am 
sending you under separate cover the rules 
and regulations of the Board. I call JTOur 
attention to Rule 17 on page 13. 
Very truly yo^rs, 
Signed: Robert ?« Burgess, 
President."'1 
The Taxi Association was promptly granted relief be­
cause rule 17 construed free hauling to be a form of 
soliciting present or future business and is in violation 
of the purpose and intent of the law. 
The undertakers themselves seemed eager to stop but 
each feared the other. This put an end to their irregular 
competition and formed the basis for the Chamber to ex­
tend an invitation to the eleven funeral homes of the city 
to form The Undertakers Association. 
DALLAS NEGRC UNDERWRITERS* PLEDGE 
Kovexaber 17* 1937 
To the Officers and Directors of the 
NEGRO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Dallas, Texas 
Greetings: 
I hereby subscribe to the full program of the 
Negro Chamber of Commerce which essays to raise 
the economical status of hegroea through th© pro­
motion of activities for the civic, commercial 
^Dallas Express. August 13, 1938, ltl»3/ 
5* 
and Industrial betterment of Dallas as a whole, 
I cheerfully and voluntarily join with re­
presentatives of oilier insurance companies In 
Dallas In the formation of » eowr<on tie of fellow­
ship and understanding for the specific promotion 
of Negro business end for the development of the 
insurance profession. I will always strive to 
support the member companion of this association 
and etnsr race enterprises. Whenever possible 
I will attend all regular, special and call 
meetings of the Underwriters association! co­
operate with the development of worthwhile pro­
jects! seek to preserve the reputation and good­
will of member companies; and I will never know­
ingly do anything to discredit this association, 
the company I represent or the profession I 
serve, tfod being my helperJ I will report bad 
practices of other agents and companies to the 
association and I will seek to maintain high 
standards of efficiency, first in ray own busi­
ness, and will encourage such of all other Negro 
businesses. 
2«y signature below Is evidence of my good 
faith and pledge to support Delias Jfegro Under­
writers Association of Dallas, Texas. 
Sincerely,* 
*Fac3lmlla of Dallas ^egro U^ex"vft$tera Pledge. A good ex­




HAW FOR FUTURE PROJECTS OF THE CHAMBER 
For convenience the proposed plans of the Dallas 
Chamber of Commerce will be discussed under three head­
ings i economic, civic and others. 
Economic 
The present economic plana (1939) call for a very 
active piece of work on the part of the Chamber, Among 
them aret (1) an organization of all units of Negro busi­
ness In Dallas| (2) more Negro owned and operated industries 
and businessesj (3) wider patronage for Negro enterprises! 
(4) increased employment and higher pay for Negro labor; 
making Dallas the industrial and commercial center of the 
Southwest; and (5) a general program of thrift and self 
help. 
Civic 
Probably the most outstanding item on the Chamber's 
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civic program this year is a low cost housing project# The 
Chamber ana the local N.A.A.C.P. have repeatedly brought 
this plan before city officials but for florae reason it is 
cleverly avoided. Boldly does one of the Negro papers pro­
claim J 
"Dallas has been called a beautiful city ... 
by those who do not know! But people in the 
U.S. are becoming alley conscious..• Main 
Street, the broad boulevards, Highland Park 
the Trinity River viaducts and Fair Park, 
are not all of Dallas by a long shot. Back 
of the Fair Grounds, Buel Lane, Hawkins 
Street, Central 'Avenue* and a score of 
other cesspools must be the measure of our 
city as to beauty and decency. When the 
Chamber of Commerce advertises the desir­
ability of this Texas metropolis, nothing 
is said of the Open Privies within the city 
limits or the Hovels without sewerage, light 
or heat. The F.H.A. survey made here in 
1935 showed Dallas to be one of the sore 
spots of the South when it comes to housing 
for colored people."1 
In seeking #1,500,000 of federal funds for relief 
from this situation Dallas is doing no more than many 
cities in the U. s. are doing. 
2 SLUM PROJECTS TO HEW ORLEANS 03 HA GRANTS 
CITY #7,070,000 WITH WHICH TO BUILD 1,390 
LOW COST HOUSING UNITS* 
ATLANTA GETS #15,000,000 FOR LOW COST HOUSING5 
AUSTIN GETS HOUSING PROJECT FOR NEGROES4 
^-Dallas Express Editorial. "Dirt and Squalor". 
2Ibid., January 7, 1939. 
3lbid., October 28, 193B. 
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Port Worth, Texas has also received a F.H.A* grant 
for a law-coat housing unit. The movement is not without 
sympathizers among the white citizenry * 
"whervi the £ecd Is Greatest" 
"No group of Dallas citizens is more poorly 
housed than large numbers of Negro families* 
They live in impossible hovels in unsanitary 
surroundings* And they go from these to 
work in Dallas homes and business places, 
many of them* Therefore two reasons offer 
for rehousing the worst housed Negroes -
justice to the Negro and self-protection to 
their employers, in removal of the workers . 
from disease-ridden slums" - Dallas Express•i 
Other needs listed under civio ares (1) larger park 
and more recreational facilities; (2) and community support 
for all worthwhile agencies* 
Dr. L, 0. Pinkaton, chariman of the Negro Chamber of 
Commerce Health Committee, has plans afoot to interest the 
city and county in the construction of a Negro unit of the 
Dallas Hospital system with P*W.A, funds. Other projects 
planned by the Chamber are* (1) a major Negro college for 
Dallas; (2) improvement in nearly rural communities; and 
1Loc. cit,, Dispatch - Journal, November 10, 1958. 
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(3) better interracial goodwill and understanding! and 
(4) making of Dallas the convention city of the South-
vest.* 
Showing Housing Conditions In Slum Areas of Dallas3, 
•Pamphlet "Current Program of Chamber", put out by the 
, Chamber. 
^Dallas Express. August 20, 1938. 
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Showing Housing Conditions in SlAfla Aroas of Dallas 
•  1  ~  I . . . . . .  
^Dallas Express. August 20, 1938. 
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Part VI 
INFLUENCES OF THL; CHA1-I3ER 
1933— • 39 
The Influence of the Pallas Chamber pf 
Commerce la alleged to be unparalleled. 
State Influences 
The Dallas Negro Chamber of Commerce's influence can 
be seen spreading by the organization of other Chambers 
in cities of Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas. The office has 
mailed numerous pieces of literature and instructions 
for the setting up of Negro Chambers of Commerce through­
out the nation. To date (1939) the office is responsible 
for the establishment of twenty-one units of the Chamber 
1 
of Commerce. 
The efforts of the Negro Chamber of Commerce in Dallas 
have more than likely, prompted these movements. 
X —— 
Official Report of the Activities of the Dallas Negro 
Chamber of Commerce, April, 1939. p 2. 
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Besides organising numerous units in Dallas# It has 
sponsored the organisation of two ra idly growing state 
organizations—the Stat® Progressive Voters I.oague and 
the State Chamber of Commerce# Hu» rapidity of the growth 
of those two units way be a reflection of confidence that 
the Dallas Chamber has built up over Texas, ' he organisa­
tion of these tw units is also significant of probably 
s new day in Negro participation in his own welfare along 
political and economic lines* Probably the race has seen 
tli® value of organisation in the success of & worthwhile 
pro: rami 
"Texas is Ready to Organize" 
Courage t suooes v., war- e - r  nre '  Betting 
up units rf the state FrogreusJive Voters League 
and State Chamber of Com?-ore©J It will not be 
t an easy task to maintain the program# of these 
organisations but# given patience and much hard 
work# there in ultimate reward in the years to X 
come which will ask# the rookv road seem smooth** 
jM .ffirosE 
In spite off It# nuoh publicised success the Pallas 
regno Chamber of Comae roe has not succeeded in winning the 
practical app1 ©elation of Its local citizens. It ha# a 
wider appreciation outside of the city than in villas. At 
I 
n. — • " '• di torial" f iloveraber 10# 1930* 
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least, that is what Is revealed by the figures of the Chambers 
out of a population of nearly 50,000 Negroes In Dallas, the 
membership of the Negro Chamber numbers only 719 financial 
members for 1939. Tith its estimated buying power of ap­
proximately twenty million dollars, the 14,000 families, 
7,000 of whom are property owners, have 120 churches and 
10,675 school children attending 13 public schools. 
2 
C. F. Starke eays 
"Dallas should be the hub around which 
the powerful wheel of civic, commercial 
and industrial development of the great 
Southwest is built," 
The versatility of the membership in the Chamber has 
permitted it to enjoy an unsual amount of success in fill­
ing requests as speakers and advisers for many different 
types of organizations over the city, which should help 
sell the Chamber to Dallas!tes with much better response. 
In the words of A. M. Smith 
M,Ihe effectiveness of the approach for status 
among Dallas Negroes is explained in the fact 
that white city officials must consult and 
confer with them when matters concerning the 
welfare of Negroes are being planned." "The 
Extent of Negro Participation In Civic Affairs 
of Dallas, Texas." 3 
1 
Record on file in Chamber offled 
2 president of Negro Chamber of Commerce for 1938. 
3 Loc. clt, p 
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Some insight to the attitude of Dallas Negroes can 
be seen In the results of a recent study to find out why 
1 
they don*t participate in political activities* 
**( 1) Shyness from non-participation; 
(2 )  Lack  o f  in te res t ;  
(3 )  A f ee l ing  tha t  Negro  vo te  i s  ina lgn i f l ean t ;  and  
(4 )  l ack  o f  t ime ,"  
However, more recent reports from the Progressive 
Voters League reveal that there is a definite trend toward 
participation. According to the Dallas Express, It was the 
Negro vote that held the balance of power in the 1939 
* 
Municipal elections. There were 7»048 registered Negro 
voters who succeeded in electing all the councilman they 
chose to support before the election. 
The influence of the Chamber has also resulted in 
sixteen Negroes taking police examinations this year (1939). 
Four passed the examination—the highest grade being 86.01, 
The Chamber has manifested much interest in the appointment 
a 
of Negro policemen as/much needed crime reduction measure. 
Municipal authorities have under consideration the 
establishment of a tubercular clinic and the establishment 
1 
Progressive Voters League. 1936 
* 
Pallas Express. April 8, 1939, 1:1:8 
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of a separate unit at Parkland Hospital* 
The public welfare committee, with the aid of the 
park board is planning to establish lighted soft ball 
diamonds for Negroes in the city.. 
Thus since 1933 the local influence of the Chamber 
can be seen to be steadily growing. 
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Part VII 
OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
? 
Tendencies Seen In the Achievements 
of the Chamber 
Improvement in the neighborhood conditions of Negro 
homes in Dallas has been aided by petitions to city 
officials, by sympathetic menlcipal officers, through 
privately organized efforts of several kinds, by letters 
from Negro citizens living in undesirable environments 
and by philanthropically inclined white persons who have 
provided a few good houses for Negroes in good locations. 
But these has not even scratched the surface of their 
needs. As Woofter has pointed out, the chief obstacles 
to progress up the home-making ladder are the tardiness in 
protecting Negro neighborhoods from exploitation and 
unsanitary surroundings, and the financial burdens impos d 
1 
upon the small home buyer by real estate speculation. 
1 
T. J. Woofter, Negro Problems in Cities, p 21, 
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Another great difficulty in the way of Negroes in 
their struggle for better homes has been a persistence 
of the attitudes of slavery* During slavery, Negroes 
lived in cabins in the back yard* White people of the 
slave-holding attitude felt that such places as cabins 
in some back alley or backwash of the city-down in the 
hallow, or between the railroad tracks, where land was 
almost valueless—were the natural habitat of the Negroj 
and many Negroes have been made to feel that this was 
Justifiably their lot* At first, no one dreamed of 
putting municipal improvements into these neighborhoods* 
School facilities were made to furnish only the kind 
of education deemed suitable for ex-slaves, and reorea-
1 
tion was the result of individual inclination. 
In DallaB (1933) Negro businesses failed to grow 
because of unsympathetic wholesale companies, a lack 
of supplies and cheap prices discouraged patronage; 
jobs, federal and municipal, were not open to Negroes; 
Negroes were not taking part in Municipal elections; their 
parks and schools were inadequately supplied; their 
streets were umpaved; there were few street lights to pro­
vide safety and convenience; the relief lines were growing 
dally; open privies were located within the city limits 
1 
T. J. Woofter, Negro Problems in Cities, p 22. 
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in Negro neighborhoods; and the slum areas provided health 
hazards that were threats to the whole city. These were 
a few of the conditions in Dallas in 1933 and Negroes 
were not encouraged to do anything about their inferior 
environment except by a few unorganized efforts here and 
there. 
Today (1939) these conditions are somevhat better 
and Negroes themselves are doing something about them. A 
new civic pride has been inoculated into the blood of 
Negro Dallas. This is in no srall measure due to the 
efforts of the Negro Chamber of Commerce. Negroes of 
Dallas have become more conscious of themselves and have 
i 
begun to extend more energy toward raising the status of 
their neighborhoods. 
But much remains to be done about the conditions 
themselves because they have not been corrected though 
improved considerably. Organized action, which is the 
first step, has been secured. This action takes the form 
# 
of a voters league, the N.A.A.C.F. and the Negro Chamber 
of Commerce. 
The N.A.A.C.P. has made a scientific and systematic 
* 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People. 
study of some of til# needs of Negroes in Dallas*1 It has 
studied the housing conditions and the facilities needed 
toy the parks. 
The Progressive Voters League has organized a solid 
tolack of Negro voters which throws its support to whit# 
candidates running for city positions in exchange for 
promises of community improvements from the undesirable 
conditions already mentioned. The advisory committee 
of the League Investigates the records of each can­
didate and interviews him about his platform and in* 
forms him of theirs (Members of the League) which usually 
consists of various improvements in Negro communities. 
The voting strength of the League in the past election 
» 
was more than 7,048 as shown by official tax records 
which failed to indicate that some colored voters were 
Negroes. 
The Negro Chamber of Commerce is the central unit 
of this organized action among Negroes In Dallas. Hav­
ing as its purpose the development of industrial, civic 
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representative part of the city's activities among Negroes, 
with it3 Retail Merchants Association it is organising as 
lBsny units as there are different types of businesses 
engaged in by Negroes and because of its wide variety cf 
interests it is intelligent on practically every major pro­
blem of Negroes in Dallas, Even though Its membership 
Is yet small, comparatively speaking, it has a fair repre­
sentation of a good cross section of Dallas's Kegro popula­
tion and the Negro oitizens are growing *«re Chamber 
conscious; consequently, the membership of the Chamber has 
every indication of growing and with its growth there is 
seen more evidence of organised action from the Negro 
population in its efforts to enjoy a full civic, industrial 
and commercial life in an urban community. 
Evaluation of the Chamber 
Although the Negro Chamber of Commerce is chartered by 
the State as a non-profit board of trade dedicated to the 
civic, commercial and industrial development of Dallas, it 
has placed special emphasis on the development of the Negro 
community. It has attempted to raise the standard of liv­
ing among the occupants of undesirable abodes in egro 
slum areas as well as interest white officials to grant 
adequate facilities for neighborhood conveniences. 
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"Long years ago I used to hear how the Negroes 
of Dallas fared badly* That is not true any 
longer* On this trip I was told how the city 
council and other public authorities always 
make it convenient for Negro delegations to 
get a hearing now* Streets in the Negro 
neighborhoods are paved in part, their churches 
and houses have good surroundings, and while 
I know there must be poor neighborhoods, they 
do not thrust themselves at you. This Chamber 
of Commerce has been in existence 12 years, 1 
and it certainly has something to show for It*M 
Without a doubt, the Chamber has been successful in 
many of its efforts and these efforts have been worth while, 
on the whole, to the Negro citizens of Dallas. 
Probably on the basis of what has been written one 
would be led to believe that the Chamber would enjoy the 
accord of the entire city, white and colored. However, 
this is not true. There have been some activities of the 
Chamber that were not supported by many Negro citizens 
of Dallas. 
The Dallas Negro Retail Merchant's Association has 
been able to secure many concessions from wholesale companies 
by wblaokM action but there are some Negro businesses that 
do not approve of its method of coercing them into buying 
1 
C. A. Franklin, The Call. December 23, 1938, 1:24:6 
n 
memberships into the association* 
The Dallas G-azette^though usually in accord with the 
Chamber, has continually fought the idea of Negro police­
men advocated by the Chamber* It was not in accord with 
the idea of attempting to maintain the Negro Exhibit 
building erected on the Centennial grounds in 1936 for 
the celebration of Texas 100th birthday* This paper has 
taken on itself the responsibility of exposing certain 
practices by the Chamber that the editor feels are for 
personal gain Instead of community welfare. 
Much of the unfavorable criticisms directed at the 
Chamber falls on Maceo Smith, executive secretary of the 
Chamber. He has been accused of attempting to dominate 
the Negro citizens of Dallas to the extent that he can 
dictate their policy to them and also place them in 
appointive city positions. A. Macao Smith is the most 
powerful figure in the Chamber since Its reorganization 
In 1933. Mr. Smith was evidently defending himself of 
these accusations when he said: 
« 
M.,..0ur city is not a*one man's town*, and has 
no desire to be. Whatever the Negro Chamber of 
Commerce has done, naturally, affects the general 
1 
Negro owned newspaper of Dallas. Edited by J. H. Owens 
and Company. 
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welfare of our city. The progress and growth 
of Dallas has resulted from team work con­
tributed by scores of men with courage and 
vision, modest enough to submerge their In* 1 
dividual personalities for the common good.M 
Just as strongly as the Dallas Gazet ,e has fought 
certain activities of the Chamber, the Dallas Express 
has upheld them. This is probably due to the fact that 
the Chamber's policies are in no small measure shaped 
by A. Haceo Smith who is part owner of the Dallas Express 
also. 
The author has not attempted to go back of the policies 
advocated by the Chamber to find out the personal interests 
involved, but to evaluate the policies themselves in the 
light of their common good or aid to community conditions. 
On the whole, these policies have been very beneficial 
and have promise of doing even more. 
CONCLUSION 
The author feels that it is only through discretion 
and diplomacy in systematized and organized action that 
Negroes will have their standards raised along civic, 
1 
Souvenir edition at inauguration ceremony (1939) 
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commercial and industrial lines. The Dallas Negro Chamber 
of Commerce has shown promise of being Just the kind of 
organization to do this type of work, but it must not be 
dominated by personal interests* 
On the whole,, the author believes that the Chamber 
has been blessed by leadership of mature Dallas citizens 
who have the civic,, commercial and industrial Interests 
of the city at heart,. However,, new blood must come in, 
eventually, though the Chamber is yet young,. This new 
blood must come from trained young men in order to 
perpetuate the Chamber and its activities. The solution 
herein would be for the Negro citizens to take a larger 
interest in the Chamber and elect Chamber officials from 
men who have been proved sincere and honest and who do 
not place personal interests above community welfare. If 
this is done,Dallas will be assumed of paved and lighted 
streets, adequate recreational facilities, and school 
buildings, employed men and women, a prosperous Negro 
business, less slum and poor housing and the Initiation 
of a higher standard of living and new civic pride among 
Negroes of Dallas. 
7* 
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Appendix A 
Same fables taken from a "Report to the Com­
mittee on polioy of the Dallas H#A#A,0#t,» concern­
ing Ho as i rig and Sani tary conditions find Streets for 
Uogroee in Dallas, fexas." 
Prof, A* h. Brashear 
{1935) 
Table I 
01 t.y Housing 
78 
"T T Remarks 
North Dallas 26 73 1£S£ w 1 io? w 
aast Dallas 735 436 60% 28 4% Houses 
Queen 01 tj 580 202 37% 11 2% Houses 
Mill City 554 175 33% 20 4% 
West Dallas 462 45 10% 5 2% 
Oak Gliff 419 173 41% 17 4% 
S. Dallas 410 171 42% 13 3% 
Elm fhicfcet 388 16 4% 5 1% 
Wheatley 535 45 14% 12 4% 
Liaooln Manor 286 189 66% 80 27% 
Trinity Hts. 237 77 52% 18 8% 
Oakland Add. 190 SO 26% 11 6% 
Ideal Add. 188 64 54% 9 6% 
Booker T. Add. 181 15 14% 1 8% 
iockyfallow Blvd.550 18 4 H 10 26% 
Jordan lane 22 8 36% 3 13% 
Little Mexico 18 18 100-% 1 6% 
Thomas h.111 14 5 56% 1 7% 
St. Charles Add, 15 2 15% 6 46% 
Total 7659 2933 TO 358 54 
Column 1# Number of houses to each ward or district, 
column 2. number of hous es needing general repair, 
ooluma 3, rercg it ago of houses n ediag 'oaeral repair, 
00lama 4. Number of houses vacant. 
Oolama 5. Beroontago of houses vacant, 
Table II 
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Congested city Housing Conditions 
1 2 Remarks City war 5b 
iforth Dallas "SSI —3IF 
.asfc Dallas 121 17$ 
Queen City 87 15$ 
Mill City 11 2$ 
west Dallas & 1$ 
Oak Cliff 100 24$ 
South Dallas 102 26$ 
41m Thickofc 10 3$ 
Wheatlay 17 5$ 
Lincoln Manor 80 to
 CD 
trinity Hfcs. 36 10$ 
Oakland Add. 0 0$ 
Ideal Add. 14 8$ 
Booker ¥• Add* 0 0$ 
Rookyfellow 
blvd. lb 
Jordan Lane 4 14 
Little Mexico 8 44$ 
Thomas Hill 0 0$ 
St. Charles Add. 0 0$ 
Total 1. .458 Mi 
Business and residential 
Resideatlal 
Residential 
S ab urba n 
Suburban, Squt fcterville 
Business and residential 
Tabulations show the $ 
of houses open to infection 
of discusses caused by 
mechanical and natural 
carriers. :.'«ohani»al carrier 
rats, flees, cockroaches, 
flies, bedbugs, e fcs and 
dogs. 
Houses lees than 10 feet 
apart are oo iSiderod a© 
congested. 
i 
Column 1« Momfeor of houses too close together. 




10 uemarge TT IT 5"-7~0T 
Jcrtt ballae 1 m TEE" 756 
jast Dallas 179 24% 314 
;uen City 463 80% 18 
1111 city 22 4% 104 
list Dallas 2 1% 0 
Oak Ollff 152 36 52 
South Delias 51 12% 114 
41B Thicket 20 5% 2 
ihoatley 194 08% 40 
Lincoln Manor 3 1% 0 
trinity Hts* 63 26%' 4 
Oakland Addi 11 6% 0 
Ideal Mdi 12 6% 0 
Booker Hi Add* 96 79 10 
iookjrf allow Bird 13 34 3 
Jordan Lane 3 14% 0 
little Mexico 6 33% 12 
Thomae Hill 0 0% 0 
*t« Charles Addi 0 0% 0 
Total 3178 42* 1429 
28% 28 1% 0 0% 
43% 240 33% 0 0% 
3% 99 17% 0 0% 
20% 368 70% 34 6* 
0% 325 70%136 29% 
1% 366 94* 0 0% 
12% 99 30* 0 0% 
0% 283 99% 0 0% 
2% 170 72% 0 0% 
0% 179 94% 0 0* 
0% 176 94 j 0 0% 
8% 15 13% 0 0 % 
8% 22 58% 0 0% 
0% 19 86% 0 0% 
67% 0 0% 0 0% 
0% 14 100% 0 0% 
























» U Internal water toilets in *omee.^ 
m 2. Percentage of *•'???{* Wa 
1 8i external water toll' Ja* p tollots 
u 4 «  P e r c e n t a g e  o f  e x t e r n a l  
in 6* Dry toilets in *®e* lletB in use* 
on 6« Percentage of dry toi 
an 7. Number of pit toil in nee. 
an 8. Percentage of raving proper garbage 
on 10. i'effle^tage of home® aav ag 
Aispoeal. 
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Tab la I? 
01by skater Supply 
T~T TESagEr 









Trinity Hts. • 
Oat 1 arid Add# 
Ideal Add* 






Booker f. Add* 
Total 
Wi 99* 6 5 I *•04$ 
72m 99$ 5 1$ 0 0$ 
571 98* 9 2$ 0 0$ 
334 62* 200 57$ 00 0$ 
173 23$ 282 62$ 7 2$ 
418 98 & 1 .2$ 0 0$ 
409 100$ 1 *3$ 0 0$ 
8 62$ 3 23$ 2 15$ ! 
17 6$ 269 94$ 0 0$ 
103 ei$ o 0$ 44 19$ 
22 12$ 168 08$ 0 0$ 
47 24$ 141 76$ 0 0$ 
IS 34$ 10 27'$ 15 30$ 
0 0$ 22 100 » 0 07$ 
16 100$ 0 0$ 0 0$ 
0 0% 0 Q% 1 100$ 
0 0$ 1 100$ i r>o% 
342 73$ 86 26$ 3 17$ 
120 99$ 1 1$ 0 0$ 
5802 82$ 1202 17$ 74 1$ 
water 
I well located in line 
of drainage 
1 well in line of 
drainage 
1 pomp 
575 homes are withoat 
proper water ©apply 
6 wells in line of 
drainage many pri­
vate wells 
need© city water 
13 home withoot water 
Only one well for aee 
(This show© us© of one 
well and pomp* 11 homes 




Jo It inn. 4* 
Coin in 5* 
Column 6* 
Konber of houses using city water* 
Percentage of houses using city water* 
number of houses using pumps* 
Psreeatage of houses using porn re. 
Nuiiber of houses using wails* 
Percentage of houses using wells. 
Tablo T 
City Lighting and Ventilation 
i «r 3 4 Remarks 
ftorth Dallas 689 26% 601 22% ventilation and light 
hast Dallas 256 35# 435 59# 
Qaeon City 102 18% 60 9% 
Mill City 143 27% 212 40% 
test Dallas 45 10% 50 11% 
Oak Cliff 126 30% 138 33% 
South Dallas 71 17% 102 26$ 
Rim Thiaket 60 13% 30 8% 
Xinooln Manor 3 1% 262 88% 
Trinity Jits. 63 87% 149 63% 
Oakland Add. 88 12% 50 86% 
Ideal Add. 8 4% 139 74% 
Rookyfellow Blved. 16 42% 7 18% 
Jordan Lane 8 36% 5 23% 
Little Mexico 14 78% * 28% 
Thomas Hill 14 100% 1 7% 
St. Charles 0 0% 13 100% 
Wheatley 25 8% 41 12% 
Booker T# Add. 15 18% 10 8% 
Total 1669 28% 2290 30% 
Column 1. Houses without proper ventilation. 
Column B. ieroent&ge of houses without proper ventilation# 
Column 55# Rouses without proper lighting system. 
Column 4. Heroentage of hoases without lights. 
Table 71 












^ast Dallas 24 22 32 18 1 6 
Queen City 0 IS 14 8 0 12 
Mill City 0 3 83 55 0 30 
...est Dallas 0 16 25 0 15 20 
Oak Cliff 7 11 21 19 7 14 
South Dallas 21 6 21 21 24 0 
elm Thicket 0 15 10 20 36 0 
heatley 0 11 10 5 0 2 
Lincoln Manor 0 10 10 10 0 0 
8 
Trinity Hts. 0 6 14 14 0 10 
Oakland Add, 0 6 7 7 0 0 
Hookyfellow 1 2 0 0 4 s 
Jordan Lane 0 1 1 1 0 0 
Little Mexico - 2 2 2 3 3 8 
Thomas Hill 0 3 3 0 0 1 
St, Charles 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Booker T, Add. 0 4 4 4 0 4 
Column l. Street© without storm sewers. 
Column 2 Streets with barricaded gutters. 
Column 3* Hcuiber of uapaved Streets. 
Column ft, lumber of poorly pared streets. 
Column 6* number of streets without fire~pla.<;s. 
Llagonoatie Chart of City Parka 84 
Fencing - Steel 
Lumber 
Fertilizer and seeds 
Material fbr general 
repair 
Faints and cleaning mat 
teriala 
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Appendix 3 
Summary '.Sheets? taken from "General 
'urrey of Housing conditions city of 
Hellas , fexaa, August, 1938, 
--iubmitted by Hal Moseley 
> \0£SCK 
umsim 
CITI PUl, COM 
MISSION 
utv OF V4LL-AS 
i,)I -.1 OP •- -1 1 87 
According to Haoa 
1900 - 1930 
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centers - Total 1718 700 
Negro Standard 
centers Total 2648 
X 
3 4 6 6 
Number of 
7 8 9 1 0 
Rooms 
5 6 7 8 9 10 







75 ~ Renters - Total 140 
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WHITS. HBXICAH MP HB3R0 SURVEYS 
Total number of vacancies 66 
Total number of "no report" oases 469 
Total number of owners 591 
Total number of substandard renters 4,484 
Total number of standard renters 636 6,224 
Total number of families surveyed 5,710 
Total number of persons 17,013 
Average number of persons per family 297 
Total number of substandard bouses surveyed 2,766 
Total number of standard bouses surveyed 528 3,294 
Total number of families on direot relief 361 
Total number of families on WPA relief 496 856 
Vhltes. Mearoes Mexicans 
lumber of vacancies , 20 35 0 
Humber of "no report'* oases 130 320 9 
Sumter of owners on direct relief 19 33 0 
Humber of owners on WPA relief 8 22 0 
Humber of owners on non-relief 226 282 1 
Humber of substandard renters, non-
relidf 1,393 2,239 104 
Humber of substandard renters, direct r 
relief 138 143 11 
Humber of substandard renters,WPA re­
lief 200 2 26 30 
Humber of standard renters, non-re­
lief 283 321 6 
Humber of standard renters, direct 
relief 15 2 0 
Humber of standard renters, WPA relief 5 4 Q 
Totals 2,139 3,6^9 160 
Humber of fa illes surveyed 2,287 3,272 151 
Humber of persons 6,336 9,924 7 53 
Average number of persons per family 2.77 3*03 4.98 
Humber of substandard bouses surveyed 916 1,755 95 
lumber of standard houses surveyed 241 282 5 
Totals 1,157 2,037 100 
91 
Amounts raid 
0 * 0  » , 9  9  
$1.00 « 1.92 
2.00 - 3/.9S 
4.00 - 5.99 




51.00 - 1.99 
2,00 - 3,99 
4,00 - 5.99 
6.00 and over 
Totals 
Amounts 3?aid 
0 - 0.99 
11*00 - 1.99 
2.00 - 3.99 
4.00 - 5.99 




$1.00 - 1.99 
2,00 - 3899 
4.00 - 5.99 
Totals 
ssntirft Areas Surveyed 





















1,923 8,068 1543 5534 
#»<*• m m m  
White Areas Surveyed 





















845 873 729 2447 
m m  
Mexican 
m m -  m m -
Area a Surveyed 





















65 42 29 136 
mm mmm- mm 
TJocrro Areas Surveyed 





















1013 1153 785 2951 
IHC m * "digMT 
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1BQ30 SUBStAXIDArtP SELItEHS 
Inoore b? Size of Family 
lumbar of ve. a jus In family 
Insane 1 2 3 4 5 6 nr 7 8&over totals IS 119.99 aid under 65 36 w T§ IX 149 7.5 
20.00 - 24.99 72 50 18 12 12 10 1 2 177 8 .8 
25.00 - 29.99 47 35 26 8 3 5 4 1 129 6.4 
30 .00 « 34.99 39 37 22 16 6 4 6 1 131 6.5 
35.00 - 39.99 38 76 48 28 23 18 2 16 259 12.9 
40.00 - 49.99 95 94 4? 40 20 17 14 15 342 17,1 
50.00 - 59.99 42 a 4L 28 21 14 6 8 221 11.00 
60.00 - 69.99 42 87 m 25 24 17 12 12 256 12.8 
70.00 - 79.99 13 27 32 18 12 10 3 6 121 6.1 
80.00 • 89.99 4 24 18 10 11 9 3 3 82 4.1 
90.00 - 99.99 2 13 8 6 1 2 1 4 42 2.1 
100.00 and over 3 17 20 1 -'•••• 7 4 14 . 95 4.7 
totals 462 657 335 
CO 
$
 162 118 67 33 2002 100. 0; 
Hen tela -aid b-/ 51 «e of ger-.lly 
lumbar of per son3 la family 
Heat 
#3*00 end under 

















40 18 10 
67 75 23 
91 65 30 
83 10 1 63 
74 128 62 
36 61 42 
12 51 36 
4 21 25 
29 54 46 
4 5 6 
T" "7 <T 
3 4 1 
17 9 5 
28 12 14 
24 29 25 
42 26 20 
39 19 12 
40 2D 9 
24 17 9 
31 23 23 




































5.3 | \  * )  
totals 445 578 346 249 166 118 81 90 2073 100.Ofi 
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IHCOME - 5MT 
HEOBO A3BAS SPflVSYSD 
In pome by Size of Family 
lumber of rerac-ns In Family 
1 
TO 
2 TV*' 40 
3 
IT 
4 5 6 7 Q&ovei' Tota3a jh 
$19.99 and under If ~"TI -g- JT JL 104 6 *4 
20,00 — 24,99 79 57 24 16 14 12 3 £ 207 8.0 
20 .00 - 29.99 48 43 25 12 3 6 4 1 142 5,5 
30,00 - 34,99 60 44 27 18 9 5 3 2 161 6.3 
35.00 - 39,99 43 84 54 32 26 19 13 18 289 11.2 
40,00 - 49.99 107 113 56 48 22 20 16 18 399 15,5 
50,00 - 59.99 53 82 50 38 23 19 7 10 282 11.0 
60,00 - 69.99 60 115 55 33 36 18 13 12 342 13.3 
70.00 - 79.99 14 40 48 30 17 13 3 8 173 6.7 
80,00 - 89.99 7 38 27 21 19 11 4 5 132 5.1 
90.00 - 99.99 3 19 19 8 8 3 2 5 67 2.6 
100.00 and over 11 JBL 46 37 11 JL 11 216 8.4 
fotale 645 729 454 306 214 148 79 99 2574 100.00 
























1 2 3 4 5 6 
If 4 • ~y "T* ~7 IT 
7^ i 
40 18 10 3 4 1 1 
70 76 24 17 10 6 6 
99 65 30 28 12 14 20 
99 108 64 2A 29 25 12 
97 147 70 44 26 20 12 
38 70 50 42 28 13 9 
13 58 42 45 24 9 4 
5 27 26 30 17 10 5 
36 100 . 11. , S0__ 34 29 11 




























(Sample Copy of questioneires sent to suxilary 
organizations oflegro Char be r of Conoiera©#) 
ORGANISATION RECORD SHEET 
Prairie ^iew College Social Soienoe Departmefct 
Same of organization . 
Bomber of rember3 J hen fir at organized 
State briefly the purpose 
How often do you meet 
Where do you meet 
Who are the officers 
^ays „ Eoura 
low ere expenses taken care of , 
list acme of the aeco:-olishments of your organ Is tion: 
What are you present difficulties 
Signed: Office 
Please attach a copy of your charter or constitution to 
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0* 
Based ©a estieu fcod po pal 
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